
WHEN I WAS ONE AND TWENTY TO SIR JOHN LADE ON HIS COMING OF

AGE

While both poems discuss the age of twenty-one, â€œTo Sir John Lade, on His Coming of Ageâ€• Johnson purposefully
crafts a flawed argument to.

Johnson further denigrates the values of his generation by adding "when the bonny blade carouses. All that
[infopopup:prey] on vice and folly Joy to see their [infopopup:quarry] fly, Here the [infopopup:Gamester]
light and jolly, There the lender grave and sly. Not only does Lade's careless attitude put him in a dangerous
position financially, it may cause him to dishonor the reputation of the family. This is also emphasized
through the structure of the second poem. The use of sentences in the Housman's poem draws attention to the
tone shifts. Just as the poem goes on, the speaker matures. Johnson's poem exemplifies irony, having told his
young charge the exact opposite of the fatherly advice that should be given -- perhaps because he knew that
young people ignore such advice. In the fifth stanza, the tone becomes notable sarcastic again. Read the two
poems carefully. He tells the youth to ignore the "woes of wilful waste" that parents predict, since Lade "can
hang or drown at last": His "wet or dry" house will be a noose or a damp grave. But it's ironic because for the
speaker, at age twenty one, he was too foolish to listen to advice. He led a life that fulfilled Johnson's every
prediction, becoming a "notorious rake" who ran through the family estate in a generation. For more
information on choosing credible sources for your paper, check out this blog post. A Final Irony Johnson
reserves his most savage prediction -- and more alliteration -- for the poem's final stanza. He urges Lade to
gather frivolous women and lavish his "grandsire's guineas" upon them, to "show the spirit of an heir," as if
wasting fortunes was a princeling's vocation. He advises that "wealth. The biggest difference in sound comes
in the last stanza where there is a slant rhyme. Johnson congratulates Lade, anticipating his long-awaited
coming-of-age, yet alludes to the idea that Lade is not ready for the responsibility that is to come. The second
sentence of each octave is short and lasts one two lines. Johnson uses parallelism within the stanza to
sensationalize the liberation from restriction. On the other hand, the second poem has uneven tone shifts. With
different focuses on sound, variations in tone shifts, and differing structures, the poems separately highlight
the immaturity of supposedly mature individuals. This is shown by the lines "Loosened from the minor's tether
Posted by. Upon closer examination, however, it becomes clear that the poem is actually made up of
alternating eight syllable and seven syllable lines. This adds to the irony of the poem which mocks the idea
that maturation can occur at a certain age or over a year. With the last two sentences of each octave discussing
the speaker's reaction to the wise man's advice, the Housman mocks the ability of an individual to realize their
mistakes so quickly. What makes you cringe? They're not intended to be submitted as your own work, so we
don't waste time removing every error. Only [infopopup:dirt], or [infopopup:wetordry]. This draws attention to
the contrast of the first reaction to the second reaction which is where the sarcasm of the piece lies. While this
is the advice being written, it is not sincere, supporting the idea of a sarcastic tone. The first poem has a tone
shift after every stanza which shows how maturation will consistently result in superfluous spending. Posted
by. The first gives effusive congratulations to young Lade in his new "long-expected" adulthood, having
passed a "lingering" year of anticipation; the poet hints at massive benefits in the "pomp and pleasure, pride
and plenty" the youth now owns. The speaker went through a heartbreak, one he was not prepared for. Kibin
does not guarantee the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of the essays in the library; essay content should
not be construed as advice. The meter which alnternates between 8 and 7 syllables creates an upbeat sound to
the poem.


